The university celebrated the National Day and the Accession of his Majesty King Hamad Bin Isa Al Khalifa on 13 December 2017. Professor Ghassan Aouad, the President of the University invited all students, staff and guests to celebrate together this wonderful occasion.

Our Students designed and decorated the University in such a way that everyone felt the National Bahraini spirit. The programme included traditional events such as Henna Corner, traditional local stores with Bahraini art, Bahraini food and the traditional Ardha dance. The evening was buzzing with students and guests attending the Khaleeji Poets performances that were extremely appreciated by the enthusiastic audience. There was also a wonderful performance by Mr Mohamed Tamini the Bahraini Singer.

Everyone really enjoyed the successful National Day celebration that was entirely organized by members of the students’ council and supervised by Mr Mohammed Najjar and Ms Hadeel Buchereei from the Deanship of Student Affairs.
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